PRODUCT CATALOG

ASSAULT FITNESS: MISSION
Assault Fitness™ stands out boldly in the fitness space with equipment
that is tough, durable, and goes beyond a typical workout. Assault Fitness™
products are engineered to challenge users to push themselves to their
limits, build strength, and break barriers.
The mission of Assault Fitness™ is to create the industry standard in
fitness equipment by providing incredibly designed and expertly built
products that stand up to intense training. Our products are bold, sleek, and
built from the ground up.
With equipment crafted for elite performance, Assault Fitness™ hopes to
set new standards for high intensity interval training amongst the world’s
fittest athletes, while still being versatile enough to appeal to anyone
interested in challenging themselves through fitness training. We
manufacture expertly engineered fitness equipment that is stronger, more
durable, and more reliable than any others in the market.

TRAIN AT HOME ON THE
A S S A U LT A I R B I K E . . .
and take your performance to the next level!
Designed and tested in the USA with twenty
sealed-bearings tucked and hidden neatly away
under machined and formed steel.

Having forged the path to bringing the
air bike into the Elite Fitness space, our
original Assault AirBike Classic is best
known for creating love-hate relationships with those that have been bold
enough to give it a try. As with all
Assault Fitness products, the AirBike
Classic is forged from the highest
quality, most durable materials. This old
favorite will leave you burning for days.

THIS CONSOLE DOES
NO CONSOLING
Programmed to push you to your max, the Airbike
Classic console gives you seven on-board programs
designed to match your mood. From a hard-hitting
Tabata interval session to building your own
workout based on calories, distance, time or heart
rate. More choices mean more motivation.

DIMENSIONS AND
WEIGHT ASSEMBLED
ALL(in)

L(in)

W(in)

H(in)

WT(lb)

50.95L x 23.34W x 50H

50.95

23.34

50

95.64

WARRAN T Y: 2 YEAR PARTS

MEET YOUR MATCH
Used by professional athletes and top gyms around
the world, the Assault AirBike is built to increase
resistance the harder you work. No two workouts are
the same.

For those that love the original and are
looking to take their interval training to
the next level with a smoother ride.
DIMENSIONS AND
WEIGHT ASSEMBLED
ALL(in)

L(in)

W(in)

H(in)

WT(lb)

55.08L x 26.26W x 55H

55.08

26.26

55

138.89

WA RRA N T Y: 3 Y E A R S PA RTS, 1 Y E A R L A BO R

IDEAL FOR
I N T E R VA L T R A I N I N G

ELITE
EXTRAS

The Assault AirBike Elite was created with interval
training in mind. The Elite features increased
resistance when speed is increased along with the
option for upper and lower body engagement or
isolation.

The Assault AirBike Elite has been outfitted with
an exceptionally comfortable large seat to offer
more support on a lengthier ride. It also has an
integrated removable windscreen to adapt to your
workout preference.

PHOTO

COMMERCIAL
DURABILITY

LCD DISPLAY WITH
PERFORMANCE TRACKING

This bike has been designed to give you the closest
to a gym or box experience as you can have from
home. With a massive steel frame, solid steel cranks,
corrosion resistance, and a solid aluminum seat post
and slider, there is no question that this bike was
designed for strength, durability, and hardcore use.

Taking the air bike display into the future, this LCD
display allows users to connect with Bluetooth and
ANT. Time, distance, and calorie goal programs are
available through the console, but especially exciting
are the HIIT interval training programs.

NON-MOTORIZED
AND SUPER LIGHT
This lightweight high performance running
machine is only 33" wide and uses no electricity
making it easy to move around your home or
gym.

The name says it all: Like running on
air, but with a powerful amount of
punch. This treadmill is like none you
have ever known, burning more calories
than the average motorized version and
built with intense training in mind.

OPTIMAL FOR
I N T E R VA L T R A I N I N G
Built with HIIT in mind, the AirRunner console
offers customizable programming while tracking
time, calories burned, distance, watts, speed,
pace, and heart-rate.

DIMENSIONS AND
WEIGHT ASSEMBLED
ALL(in)

L(in)

W(in)

H(in)

WT(lb)

69.9L x 32.8W x 64.0H

69.9

32.8

64.0

280.0

WARRAN T Y: 3 YEARS PARTS, 1 YEAR L A BOR

COMMERCIAL
DURABILITY

The Assault AirRunner is the premiere manual
treadmill built with a steel frame and handrails,
corrosion resistant hardware, and a slat belt running
surface that lasts up to 150,000 miles.

